
Manufacturing is the industrial activity Manufacturing is the industrial activity 
that changes the form of raw materials 
to create products.o c ea e p oduc s.
manufacturing technology includes 
plastic forming, casting, welding, and plastic forming, casting, welding, and 
machining technologies.







C d t  l ti  f i  Compared to plastic forming 
technology, machining technology is 
usually adopted whenever part usually adopted whenever part 
accuracy and surface quality are of 
prime importance.p p
The technology of material removal in 
machining is carried out on machine 

i f itools that are responsible for generating 
motions required for producing a given 
part geometrypart geometry



Machine tools form around 70% of 
operating production machines and are 

h i d b  h i  hi h d i  characterized by their high production 
accuracy compared with metal forming 

hi  t l  machine tools. 
Machining activities constitute 

i t l  20% f th  f t i  approximately 20% of the manufacturing 
activities in the United States.



The ancient Egyptians used these rollers 
for transporting the required stones from 

   h  b ildi  ia quarry to the building site.
The use of rollers initiated the 
introduction of the first wooden drilling 
machine, which dates back to 4000 bc.
The fi rst deep hole drilling machine was 
built by Leonardo da Vinci (1452–1519). 



Wilkinson (1775), was introduced boring 
machine, when he made the 

t f t  hi  f J  component of steam machine of James 
Watt.
I  1840  th  fi t i  l th   In 1840, the first engine lathe was 
introduced

( )Maudslay (1771–1831) added the lead 
screw, back gears, and the tool post to 
th  i  d ithe previous design



Planers and shapers have evolved and 
were modifi ed by Sellers (1824–1905)were modifi ed by Sellers (1824 1905).
Fitch designed the first turret lathe in 1845
A completely automatic turret lathe was A completely automatic turret lathe was 
invented by Spencer in 1896. He was also 
credited with the development of the credited with the development of the 
multispindle automatic lathe.
In 1818  Whitney built the first milling In 1818, Whitney built the first milling 
machine



the cylindrical grinding machine was 
built for the first time by Brown and 
Sharpe in 1874







Machining
As the chip is removed, a new surface is exposed

α = rake angle



Machining
Cutting action involves shear deformation 
of work material to form a chip  

Figure 21.2  (a) A cross-sectional view of the machining process, (b) 
tool with negative rake angle; compare with positive rake angle in (a).



Wasteful of material 
› Chips generated in machining are wasted 

t i l  t l t i  th  it ti  material, at least in the unit operation 

Time consuming 
A hi i  ti  ll  t k   › A machining operation generally takes more 
time to shape a given part than alternative 
shaping processes, such as casting, powder p g p g p
metallurgy, or forming



Generally performed after other 
manufacturing processes, such as 

i  f i  d b  d i  casting, forging, and bar drawing 
› Other processes create the general shape of the 

starting workpartstarting workpart
› Machining provides the final shape, dimensions, 

finish, and special geometric details that other p g
processes cannot create



Most important machining operations:
› Turning
› Drilling
› Milling

Oth  hi i  tiOther machining operations:
› Shaping and planing

Broaching› Broaching
› Sawing



Turning

Single point cutting tool removes material from 
a rotating workpiece to form a cylindrical shape

g

a rotating workpiece to form a cylindrical shape

Fig re 21 3 Three most common machining processes (a) t rningFigure 21.3 Three most common machining processes: (a) turning,



Drilling
Used to create a round hole, usually by means 
of a rotating tool (drill bit) with two cutting edges

g

Figure 21.3 (b) drilling,



Milling

Rotating multiple-cutting-edge tool is moved 
across work to cut a plane or straight surface

g

p g
Two forms: peripheral milling and face 
milling

Fig re 21 3 (c) peripheral milling and (d) face millingFigure 21.3  (c) peripheral milling, and (d) face milling.



1. Single-Point Tools
› One dominant cutting edge
› Point is usually rounded to form a nose radius
› Turning uses single point tools

M lti l  C tti  Ed  T l2. Multiple Cutting Edge Tools
› More than one cutting edge

Motion relati e to ork achie ed b  rotating › Motion relative to work achieved by rotating 
› Drilling and milling use rotating multiple cutting 

edge toolsg



Cutting Toolsg

Figure 21.4  (a) A single-point tool showing rake face, flank, and tool 
point; and (b) a helical milling cutter, representative of tools with 
multiple cutting edges.



Three dimensions of a machining 
process:process:
› Cutting speed v – primary motion
› Feed f – secondary motion
› Depth of cut d – penetration of tool 

below original work surface
For certain operations  material For certain operations, material 
removal rate can be computed 
as 

R = v f d
where v = cutting speed; f = feed; d = 
depth of cut

MRR
depth of cut



Cutting Conditions for Turningg g

Figure 21.5  Speed, feed, and depth of cut in turning.



Roughing - removes large amounts of g g g
material from starting workpart
› Close to desired geometry  (not to full depth)› Close to desired geometry  (not to full depth)

› Feeds and depths:  large

C tti  d   l› Cutting speeds:  slow

Finishing - completes part geometry
› Final dimensions, tolerances, and finish

› Feeds and depths:  smallp

› Cutting speeds:  fast



Orthogonal Cutting Model –
Chip Thickness RatioChip Thickness Ratio

otr =
ct

r =

where r = chip thickness ratio; to = thickness of the chip 
prior to chip formation; and tc = chip thickness after 
separation



Chip thickness after cut always 
greater than before, so chip 
ratio always less than 1.0 



Based on the geometric parameters of 
th  th l d l  th  h  l  the orthogonal model, the shear plane 
angle φ can be determined as: 

α
αφ

sin
costan
r

r
−

=
1 αs

h hi ti d k lwhere r = chip ratio, and α = rake angle



Shear Strain in Chip Formation

ABD angle? 90 - Φ

DBE angle? Φ

EEStrain: 
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=
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where γ = shear strain, φ = shear plane angle, and α = rake angle 

BD



Shear Strain in Chip Formation

Figure 21.7  Shear strain during chip formation: (a) chip formation 
depicted as a series of parallel plates sliding relative to each other, 
(b) one of the plates isolated to show shear strain, and (c) shear 
t i  t i l  d t  d i  t i  tistrain triangle used to derive strain equation.



Chip FormationC p o a o

Figure 21.8  More realistic view of chip formation, showing shear 
zone rather than shear plane. Also shown is the secondary shear 
zone resulting from tool-chip friction.



1. Discontinuous chip
2. Continuous chip
3. Continuous chip with Built-up Edge 

(BUE)
S t d hi4. Serrated chip



Discontinuous Chip

Brittle work materials
Low cutting speeds
Large feed and 
depth of cut
High tool-chip
f i ti  friction 

Figure 21.9  Four types of chip 
formation in metal cutting: (a) 
discontinuous



Continuous Chip

Ductile work 
materials

p

materials
High cutting 
speeds
Small feeds and 
depths
Sh  tti  Sharp cutting 
edge
Low tool-chipo  oo c p
friction

Figure 21.9 (b) continuousFigure 21.9 (b) continuous



Continuous with BUE

Ductile materials
Low to medium Low-to-medium 
cutting speeds
Tool-chip friction 
causes portions of causes portions of 
chip to adhere to 
rake face
BUE forms, then 
breaks off, cyclically

Figure 21.9 (c) continuous 
with built-up edge



Serrated Chip

Semicontinuous -
saw-tooth saw tooth 
appearance
Cyclical chip forms 

ith alternating with alternating 
high shear strain 
then low shear 
t i  strain 

Associated with 
difficult-to-machine difficult to machine 
metals at high 
cutting speeds Figure 21.9 (d) serrated.



Forces Acting on Chip

Friction force F and Normal force to friction N
Shear force Fs and Normal force to shear Fn

g

s n

Figure 21.10  Forces in 
metal cutting: (a) forces 
acting on the chip in 
orthogonal cutting



Vector addition of F and N = resultant R
Vector addition of Fs and Fn = resultant R'
Forces acting on the chip must be in Forces acting on the chip must be in 
balance:
› R' must be equal in magnitude to RR  must be equal in magnitude to R
› R’ must be opposite in direction to R
› R’ must be collinear with R



Coefficient of friction between tool and chip: 

F
=μ

N
=μ

Friction angle related to coefficient of friction as follows:

βt βμ tan=



Shear stress acting along the shear plane: 

s

s
A
FS =

wtA o

where As = area of the shear plane

φsin
A o

s =

Shear stress = shear strength of work material during cuttingShear stress  shear strength of work material during cutting



Coefficient of friction between tool and 
chip: 

F
where β is: the friction angleN

F=μ βtan=

Shear stress acting along the shear plane: 
where S is: the shear strengths

A
FS = g

where As is: the shear plane area
φi

wtA o
s =

sA

to is:  cut depth
w is:  cutting edge width

φsins

w is:  cutting edge width,
Φ is:  shear plane angle



Cutting Force and Thrust Force
F, N, Fs, and Fn cannot be directly measured
Forces acting on the tool that can be 

g

g
measured:
› Cutting force Fc and Thrust force Ft

Figure 21 10 ForcesFigure 21.10  Forces 
in metal cutting: (b) 
forces acting on the 
tool that can betool that can be 
measured



Equations can be derived to relate the 
forces that cannot be measured to the 
forces that can be measured:forces that can be measured:

F = Fc sinα + Ft cosα
N = Fc cosα - Ft sinαN  Fc cosα Ft sinα
Fs = Fc cosφ - Ft sinφ
Fn = Fc sinφ + Ft cosφ

Based on these calculated force, shear 
stress and coefficient of friction can be 
determineddetermined



Of all the possible angles at which 
shear deformation can occur  the work shear deformation can occur, the work 
material will select a shear plane angle 
φ that minimizes energy, given by

22
45 βαφ −+=

Derived by Eugene Merchant
Based on orthogonal cutting, but 
validity extends to 3-D machiningvalidity extends to 3-D machining



45 βαφ

T  i  h  l  l  

22
45 βαφ −+=

To increase shear plane angle 
› Increase the rake angle 

R d  th  f i ti  l  (  › Reduce the friction angle (or 
coefficient of friction)



Effect of Higher Shear Plane Angle
Higher shear plane angle means smaller 
shear plane  which means lower shear force, 

tti  f   d t t

ec o g e S ea a e g e

cutting forces, power, and temperature

Figure 21.12  Effect of shear plane angle φ : (a) higher φ with a 
resulting lower shear plane area; (b) smaller φ with a corresponding 
larger shear plane area Note that the rake angle is larger in (a) whichlarger shear plane area. Note that the rake angle is larger in (a), which 
tends to increase shear angle according to the Merchant equation



A machining operation requires power
The power to perform machining can be 
computed from: 

Pc = Fc vc c

where Pc = cutting power; Fc = cutting 
force; and v = cutting speedg p



In U.S. customary units, power is 
traditional expressed as horsepower 
(dividing ft lb/min by 33 000) (dividing ft-lb/min by 33,000) 

vFHP c
c =

where HPc = cutting horsepower, hp

00033,c



Gross power to operate the 
machine tool Pg or HPg is given by

PP c HPHP c

orE
P c

g =
E

HP c
g =

where E = mechanical efficiency of machine tool 
Typical E for machine tools ∼ 90%



Useful to convert power into power 
per unit volume rate of metal cutper unit volume rate of metal cut
Called unit power, Pu or unit 
horsepower, HPuu

orMR

c
U R

P
P =

MR

c
u R

HP
HP =

where RMR = material removal rate



Unit power is also known as the 
specific energy Uspecific energy U

wvt
vF

R
PPU

o

c

MR

c
u ===

Units for specific energy are typically N-m/mm3 or J/mm3

oMR

(in-lb/in3)



Approximately 98% of the energy in 
machining is converted into heat
This can cause temperatures to be very 
high at the tool-chip 
The remaining energy (about 2%) is 
retained as elastic energy in the chip



High cutting temperatures 
1. Reduce tool life
2. Produce hot chips that pose safety 

hazards to the machine operatorp
3. Can cause inaccuracies in part 

dimensions due to thermal expansion of p
work material


